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ABSTRACT

Introduction:
Dementia is a common medical condition of older people which is marked by the decline of multiple cognitive abilities, such as memory and communication. Currently, there is no effective treatment for curing dementia, making prevention the most priority to this disease. Previous studies showed that cognitive ability training, such as mathematical problem solving, has a potential to slow down cognitive decline. The aim of this project is to create a simple yet interactive mathematical quiz as a way to train one’ cognitive ability and reduce the risk of getting dementia.

Material and Methods:
The quiz was created by using tkinter module and its built-in functions in Python programming language.

Results:
The result showed that the quiz was simple but involved an active role of the user to input the answer. It also did not have certain time limit, preventing the user to feel rushed or burdened in doing the quiz. In addition, three different types of difficulty were provided to give a challenging atmosphere to the game.

Conclusion:
As a conclusion, this quiz provides a simple way for people to regularly train their cognitive skill, so the risk of getting dementia, especially in elderly stage, can be reduced.
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INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a general term of syndrome that is characterized by progressive deterioration in multiple cognitive domains which is severe enough to reduce someone’ ability to perform daily activities [1]. It is commonly caused by Alzheimer's disease (AD), named as AD dementia [2]. According to Prince, Bryce, Albanese, Wimo, Ribeiro, and Ferri [3], the prevalence of dementia increases in parallel with age: it doubles every 5.5 – 6.7 years, depending on the regions. In 2010, there were 35.6 million people who lived with dementia worldwide, estimated to reach 65.7 million by 2030 and 115.4 million by 2050 [4]. Furthermore, Alzheimer’s disease International [5] estimated that there were 1.2 million people in Indonesia who lived with dementia in 2015, placing Indonesia in the top ten country with the highest dementia prevalence worldwide. As dementia is a common medical condition, especially in elderly population, studies about prevention and treatment of dementia are essential to be conducted.

Currently, there is no effective treatment for curing dementia. However, it was found that dementia has long asymptomatic latent period [6], meaning that prevention is the most feasible solution to this disease. Based on the previous studies, it was found that increased involvement in cognitive activities may slow down cognitive decline and reduce the risk for mild cognitive impairment [7]. In fact, there is a lot of cognitive activities that are easy to be conducted, such as solving simple mathematical problems. In this activity, the participant needs to solve several mathematical equations, such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication, between two numbers. In order to be interesting, the problems should be presented in a simple yet interactive way. In this case, tkinter module, which
is provided in Python programming language, becomes one of the best choices.

Tkinter is a standard Python interface to the Tk GUI (Graphical User Interface) toolkit [8]. In Python, tkinter module is not initially provided in the Python directory; it must be installed first before the user can use it. The module provides several functions for creating a simple GUI, such as button and entry. This project aimed to create a simple yet interactive GUI in Python programming language by using tkinter module to engage cognitive ability and reduce the risk of getting dementia. The program would give certain mathematical equation that must be answered by the user. If the given answer was right, the user could move to the next question; if not, he/she would stay in the same problem until the right answer was given. Then, the number of right and wrong answers and the calculation time of the user would be recorded at the very end of every round. As a result, cognitive activities can be done in interesting way without developing boredom or stress to the participants.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The quiz was created by using tkinter module in Python programming language v. 3.6. In simple terms, there are three main procedures of the code: NUMBER, EQUATION, and MAIN. Each of them is used to generate a mathematical equation, calculate the right value of the equation, and run the quiz, respectively. When the MAIN procedure is executed, the program will ask the user to choose the difficulty. Then, the difficulty would be inputted into the NUMBER procedure to determine the range of numbers of the equation: 0 – 10 (easy), 11 – 20 (medium), or 21 – 30 (hard). Then, the respective equation would automatically be calculated by the program to determine the true answer of the equation via the EQUATION procedure. After that, the program will show the equation on the screen; the user should input the answer by clicking on the numerical buttons. The program will match the user’s answer with the true answer. If the answer matches, the program will generate the next equation, together by adding the number of iteration and true answer by one. If the answer is wrong, the program will not move to the next equation; instead, it will add the number of wrong answers by one and ask for another answer. After the number of iterations reaches five, the program would stop generating equation and show the number of right and wrong answers, in addition to the user’s calculation time. The pseudo code is shown below.

```python
#set the initial number of repetition, right, and wrong answers 
Set i to be 1
Set right, wrong to be 0

#create procedure to generate the equation
procedure NUMBER(difficulty)

#randomize the mathematical equation
Set symbol by random between [plus, minus, multiply]

If difficulty is easy then
    #randomize the numbers between 1 until 10
    Set NUMBER.N1 by random between (1 to 10)
    Set NUMBER.N2 by random between (1 to 10)

If difficulty is medium then
    #randomize the numbers between 11 until 20
    Set NUMBER.N1 by random between (11 to 20)
    Set NUMBER.N2 by random between (11 to 20)

If difficulty is hard then
    #randomize the numbers between 21 until 30
    Set NUMBER.N1 by random between (21 to 30)
    Set NUMBER.N2 by random between (21 to 30)
End if

End procedure

#create procedure to calculate the equation
procedure EQUATION()

If symbol is plus then
    Set EQUATION.eq to be NUMBER.N1 + NUMBER.N2

If symbol is minus then
    Set EQUATION.eq to be NUMBER.N1 - NUMBER.N2

If symbol is multiply then
    Set EQUATION.eq to be NUMBER.N1 * NUMBER.N2

End if

End procedure

#create the main procedure of the quiz
procedure MAIN()

#ask the user to choose the difficulty
Set difficulty from difficulty buttons
Start stopwatch
#start the stopwatch
Run NUMBER(difficulty) #generate 1st equation
Run EQUATION() #calculate 1st equation
Print EQUATION.eq #print the equation
#create iteration to generate five questions
While i is less than 6
    #ask the user to input the answer
    Set userinput from numerical buttons
    #create condition if the answer is right
    If userinput is the same with EQUATION.eq
        #add the number of iteration by one
        Add i by 1
        #add the number of right answer by one
        Add right by 1
End if
```
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As seen in Fig 1, it contains different parts as follows:

1. The user needed to choose the quiz's difficulty.
2. After START button was clicked, the program would set the value of self.x to be zero.
3. The program would check the current value of self.x, whether it was smaller than five or not.
4. If the value of self.x was smaller than five, the program would generate a new problem, because the number of iteration had not reached the limit (maximum 5 problems in every round).
5. The user was asked to input the answer to the given problem.
6. The program would check the inputted answer, whether it was true or not.
7. If the answer was false, the user would be asked to input another answer.
8. If the answer was true, the program would add the value of self.x by one and
9. Return to the third step.
10. If the value of self.x was equal to or greater than five, the program would not generate a new problem; instead, it would show the calculation time
11. and the total amount of right and wrong answers.
12. The respective round was finished, because the number of iteration had reached the limit.

RESULTS

This project aimed to prevent dementia by training the cognitive skill. According to Foster [9], problem solving in mathematics was correlated with higher cognitive skills, including critical thinking and sound reasoning. It meant that simple mathematical quiz could be used to train our cognitive ability. One real-life example that shows the importance of doing mathematical problems was experienced by the author's grandmother. When she was 80 years old, she got dementia; she easily forgot the name of other people, including her grandchildren. However, she was still able to do simple mathematical equations, including the elders.

In the quiz, there were three levels of difficulty that were provided: easy, medium, and hard. Each difficulty was differentiated by the range of numbers that the program generated. The number ranged from zero to ten in easy difficulty, eleven to twenty in medium difficulty, and twenty-one to thirty in hard difficulty. These difficulty options were provided based on the assumption that different person had
different ability to solve mathematical equation. Therefore, the users could match the difficulty level based on their abilities and challenge themselves in higher difficulty level.

In order to attract people, including the one who does not like math, the quiz should not be boring to start with. Therefore, it was set to be simple but interactive (Fig 2). It was simple because there was no excessive decoration, text, or color. On the other hand, it was interactive as the users were asked to type their own answer to the random mathematical equations by clicking on the numerical buttons. There were only five questions for each round without maximum time limit (Fig 3). As a result, the user might freely do the quiz in their free time; they would not be burdened nor stressed.
After the round was over, the total number of right and wrong answers were shown on the upper-middle column. The calculation time of the respective round was shown on the bottom column.

After every round, the calculation time of the user would be shown, together with the final amount of right and wrong answers (Fig 4). The calculation time was shown to motivate the user to beat his/her own high score, thus improving their cognitive ability. On the other hand, the amounts of right and wrong answers were initially shown as an indicator when the user inputted the wrong answer. These data could be used to compare the result between healthy people and those who suffered from dementia in further study.

CONCLUSION

This mathematical quiz provides a simple way for people to regularly train their cognitive skill, so the risk of getting dementia, especially in elderly stage, can be reduced. However, the significance level of the quiz to the development of dementia has not yet been studied. Therefore, the correlation between dementia development and the intensity of doing the quiz could not be determined.
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